Project Background

Key Recommendations

The City of Ramsey currently has about 50 full-time
employees in 7 departments. The population of the city is
growing and the City of Ramsey has need to expand its
workforce to keep up with the city’s growth. Meanwhile,
several key employees are planning to retire in the near
future.

Short-term Recommendations (Achieved in 3-6 months)
Create an onboarding Package
Establish quarterly communication of performance
Introduce wellness events, such as Yoga nights
Start with creating manager buy-in along the process
Analyze diversity training needs
Review hiring capacity/needs

With this background and using the results from the most
recent employee survey, we will prioritize and discuss
opportunities to improve employee engagement for the City
of Ramsey. The key factors highlighted in the survey results
and the accompanying report indicate that staffing,
communications, and supervisory concerns top the list of
issues to attend to.

Mid-term Plan (Achieved in 6-12 months)
Introduce diversity awareness training
Look into all HR procedures to create a consistent and clear
communication system, e.g., recruitment templates, goals for
performance management, performance talk templates and timelines,
compensation statements
Improve visibility of City Council for full-time employees to share City
vision, mission, and current status; reinforce City of Ramsey culture
and value

Given the growth of the city and the high number of
impending retirements, we recommend focusing on
engagement opportunities that support improved staffing
efforts followed closely by communication improvement
actions that will keep employees informed in this period of
growth and potential confusion.

Long-term Strategic Development (Achieved in 1-10 years)
Updated talent management system
Knowledge management - focus on knowledge transfer
City of Ramsey Culture shift with new employees
Also, the City of Ramsey needs to focus on communication in all three
time periods, and follow the steps of change management.
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In conclusion, we recommend changes begin with a focus on known issues - staffing,
communications, and possibly supervision - before grander efforts begin. Small wins can
build confidence in and comfort with changes. Highlighting the purpose and benefits of
changes will inform employees and open an avenue for discussion to assuage concerns that
may arise. Guiding from the top down but empowering the specifics from the bottom up can
encourage engagement and buy in. Open, measured movement toward change, starting with
small wins and never surprising employees enhances the chance of change management
success.
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